much better off to receive just a piece of floor and plenty of fresh water. Overfeeding too much may not only cause difficult birth but also reduce milk production. While the mother instinct is still driving forces, the hindering fa-

mated to perform her duties intelligently, overfed sluggishness most certainly will have a detrimental effect. This behavior will be everywhere else but intelligent. Overfeeding can cause various conditions, working against the passive pressure of an overfed vixen. The mother instinct, a uniquely weakly supported by anatomic muscula-

ture, the animal many times tries to help her offspring. But, by this time, invari-

In spite of the unpleasantness of the whelping period and the various problems that may arise, the whelping season is an exciting time. The female coming out of the chute, walking at once that his smile is different—its broad gait with which he accelerated upon his arrival—It is the elation of vixens having whelped 8 to 10 days ago showing no excitement.
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